
























Unit 3 - Oral Communication 31

20·· Now read the defi nitions for each technique and check your answers.

21·· What do all the techniques in 19 have in common? 

Technique Defi nition

Round Table

A very fl exible format which permits discussion on a topic among different participants. People 
sit at a circular table so that they can establish eye contact with all participants. This favours the 
exchanges and encourages participation. The aim might be to get and share feedback on a specifi c 
subject, initiate an in-depth discussion, meet participants with the same interests, etc. 

Debate

Formal discussion in which different speakers hold a different – and usually opposed - point of view 
on a topic. A debate entails confl ict since speakers try to convince others of their point of view and 
to overturn different opinions. There is a leader who moderates the debate, leads the discussion 
and makes sure everybody has the opportunity to participate. The audience listens, but does not 
speak.

Discussion

The consideration of a subject by a group aiming at reaching an agreement. A discussion encourages 
the participation of an audience and the expression of different points of view. This technique 
is part of others such as the round table. The word sounds similar to “discusión” in Spanish. 
The Spanish word “discusión”, however, does not have the same meaning as the English term 
“discussion”, which unlike the Spanish word does not involve contention.

Symposium A meeting at which several specialists prepare and deliver short speeches on a topic, or on related 
topics. At the end of the presentations there is a summary or synthesis of the main ideas.

Seminar Small groups come together for recurring meetings that focus on a particular subject which the 
group decides to study further.

Congress
A formal meeting of experts also called an academic conference. These meetings may have two 
stages: the small group meetings (commissions) and the plenary sessions, where speakers present 
the conclusions reached at commission level.

Panel
Situation where a group of people discuss a topic, usually to propose solutions or provide some 
feedback. It is usually carried out before an audience who is given the opportunity to intervene 
every 15 minutes or so. 

Forum
Discussion conducted by a moderator in which participants talk freely about a topic and which 
typically takes place after having watched a fi lm, conducted an experiment.... It is also a widely 
used form of talking about a given topic on the Internet.

Phillips 66
Group technique where a bigger group is divided into subgroups of six people who talk for six 
minutes about a certain topic or initial question. Every subgroup is supervised by a coordinator and 
needs to reach an agreement within the allocated time. 
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